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1. Introduction
In the context of its effort to promote the modernisation of the institutional and regulatory
framework of the Peruvian electricity sector, the Multisector Commission for the Reform
of the Electricity Subsector (CRSE) plans to produce a While Paper/Book for the Reform
towards the Modernization of the Peruvian Electricity Sector, which will cover all relevant
aspects in a comprehensive and consistent manner, recommending modernisation
measures for ensuring, through institutional and regulatory signals, security of supply,
the smooth increased penetration of renewable energy sources, the participation of
demand-side and other distributed resources and the coordinated development of the
electricity and gas sectors.
In consideration of the initial potential limited financial resources, the White Paper/Book
will be developed in stages, starting with one of the first expected deliverables of the
overall scope of work, which is the development of fundamental Conceptual
Models/Frameworks for each of four main Thematic Lines: (1) Strengthening the
institutional framework; (2) Transformation of the wholesale market; (3) Innovation in
distribution and retail marketing; and (4) Simplification/modernization of transmission
networks regulation and their operation/management.
This Report proposes Conceptual Models and Frameworks for improving the regulation
and management of the Peruvian transmission system (Thematic Line 4). We also touch
upon issues related to the institutional framework for transmission activities (the role of
the different bodies involved in system planning and implementation), to the provision of
locational price signals (through transmission tariffs or market prices) and to the role of
distributors (in sub-transmission planning and implementation) only to the extent that
these issues are relevant for the effective and efficient management and regulation of
the transmission system in Peru. However, these areas are more organically addressed
in the companion reports on Thematic Line 1 (Strengthening the institutional framework),
Thematic Line 2 (Transformation of the wholesale market) and Thematic Line 3
(Innovation in distribution and retail marketing).
Moreover, as this Report proposes Conceptual Models and Frameworks, it does not
comment, nor provide recommendations on detailed aspects of the regulation and
management of the Peruvian transmission system. These aspects will more effectively
be developed once the direction of reform of the electricity sector in Peru is determined.
Figure 1 presents the electricity transmission system in Peru, including its
interconnections with neighbouring countries.
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Figure 1. Peruvian electricity transmission system

Source: COES, Propuesta definitiva de actualización del plan de transmisión 2021 –
2030, Plan vinculante de transmisión – sistema de transmisión troncal.
This Report has been prepared on the basis of information and data included in the
Informe: Esquema para la mejoría en la implementación de nueva infraestructura de
transmisión eléctrica1, prepared by experts from the Ministerio de Energía y Minas and
the Organismo Supervisor de la Inversión en Energía y Minería, Peru’s energy regulator
(hereafter: the Informe). We also benefitted from discussions with and input provided by
a panel of Peru’s industry experts.

1

Downloadable from: http://www.minem.gob.pe/minem/archivos/6_20200804%201100%20200702-INFInforme%20transmision.pdf.
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The rest of this Report is organised as follows. In section 2 we review the performance
dimensions that are relevant in assessing alternative organisational and regulatory
models for the electricity transmission sector. In section 3 we present alternative models
for the organisation and regulation of the electricity transmission sector, and an
international review of their implementation. In section 4, we present the current
organisation of and regulatory framework for electricity transmission in Peru. In section
5 we discuss measures to address the shortcomings of the current organisational and
regulatory framework for electricity transmission in Peru. In section 6 we provide a
conceptual framework for cross-border interconnection.
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2. Objectives pursued through the organisation and regulatory framework for
electricity transmission
In this section we review the objectives pursued through the organisation and regulation
of the electricity transmission sector. Later in this Report we will assess Peru’s current
arrangements and develop alternative proposals based on their ability to deliver these
objectives.
Effective planning
Planning responsibilities should be allocated, and regulatory incentives be designed so
that the optimal set of network upgrades are identified at each point in time.
This requires, inter alia, that the following aspects be kept into account at the planning
stage:
 future expected demand and supply of electricity at each location;
 planning and environmental constraints (e.g. nature reserves through which
transmission lines cannot pass, …);
 cross-sectorial linkages, such as the interactions between gas and electricity
planning:
 broad national economic development objectives, for example social or industrial
development objectives linked to access to electricity.
Achieving effective planning requires that the party in charge:
 be informed about future developments of electricity demand and supply;
 have the necessary technical competencies;
 be exposed to incentives which aligns its interests to the public objectives.
System operators play a central role in transmission planning everywhere. This happens
because system operators are in a unique position to monitor the performance of the
transmission system, on a continuous basis and in real-world conditions. Similarly,
distribution companies have superior information on the development needs at the
distribution network level, although, generally, power flows on distribution systems are
not monitored on a continuous basis, as the share of dispatchable resources (generators
and consumers) connected to distribution networks has been so far limited. Traditionally,
regulators oversee the planning process carried out by system operators and approve
its results, but they are not directly involved in identifying investment needs.
For these reasons, independence of the system operator with respect to the market
agents is crucial, both in transmission operation decisions and in the proposal of
transmission capacity expansion plans. Multiple elements may affect the system
operator’s independence, including:
 integration of the system operator function with other businesses, in particular
generation and all activities related to flexibility, such as development and
management of storage and demand response. In this respect we recommend
that COES does not engage in such activities unless strictly necessary and, in
this case, under strict regulatory oversight;
 ownership, governance and organisation of the system operator, investigated in
the companion report on Thematic Line 1;
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ability of public authorities to supervise the system operator’s decisions.

Furthermore, the nature and scope of issues that may affect the system operator’s
independence change over time. For example, technological developments (i)
increasingly enable operational enhancements which may represent alternatives to the
traditional investment solutions to system needs and (ii) have led to the emergence of
non-network solutions to system needs. Therefore, system operators, especially if
integrated with transmission owners, may no longer be neutral actors in the planning
process (as they may favour investments over operational enhancements and networkbased solutions over other solutions).
Minimising investment costs
By investment costs we refer here to all costs necessary to make the transmission
infrastructure available. The main components of such costs are construction costs and
financing costs.
A number of international suppliers of transmission network components and
engineering services exist. Therefore, competition can be relied upon to minimise
investment costs. Procurement of turn-key transmission infrastructure via tenders is
common practice.
Note incidentally that the benefits of competition for building the assets can be reaped
irrespective of the organisation of transmission activities, i.e. whether competition for the
role of ‘transmission operator’ for the new asset is allowed – as it currently happens in
Peru – or transmission operations are organised as a monopoly in a certain geographical
area – as it typically happens in Europe on a national scale. In Europe, for example,
undertakings operating in the utility sectors under exclusive or special rights, including
electricity transmission operators, are required, by law, to use tenders to procure large
assets.
Efficient use of existing assets
Most operational decisions on transmission assets are taken by the system operator.
These range from setting the switches’ status, which determines the network topology,
to the calibration of protection systems, from setting the status of equipment affecting
voltage, to scheduling planned maintenance and detecting unexpected outages.
Since those decisions are taken by the system operator, their effectiveness and
efficiency may be expected to be largely independent of the structure of the transmission
sector, and in particular of the level of fragmentation of the assets’ ownership.
However, to the extent that the transmission owner is responsible for carrying out
maintenance works, their cost and effectiveness may be affected by the ownership
structure of network assets. In fact, fragmentation of assets’ ownership may lead to
inefficiently high maintenance costs, by preventing exploitation of scale economies. In
practice, though, maintenance tasks can be easily reassigned contractually to achieve
cost minimisation; for example, an independent provider of maintenance services may
work for multiple transmission owners and exploit scale economies.
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Further, if construction, ownership and maintenance throughout the asset’s life are
tendered jointly, as it happens in Peru, any scale economies enjoyed by larger
transmission operators may be reflected in their bids so that an efficient ownership
structure is obtained. Note incidentally that, in case scale economies in maintenance
were material, in proportion to total costs, smaller transmission operators or new entrants
would not exercise strong competitive pressures on large incumbents. If that were the
case: (i) the value of scale economies would not be transferred to consumers, but would
be appropriated by the incumbent transmission operator(s) and (ii) the case for tenderbased allocation of new investment would be weaker.
Figure 2 summarises the objectives to be pursued through the design of the organisation
and regulation of the electricity transmission sector, as presented above.
Figure 2: Objectives pursued through the design of the regulatory framework
and the organisation of the electricity transmission sector

Effective planning
•
•
•

Effective forecast of
demand and generation
Technical capabilities
Coordination between
transmission – subtransmission –
distribution planning

Minimum investment
costs
•

•

Minimum-cost
procurement of network
components and
engineering services
Minimum cost of capital
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Efficient use of
existing assets
•
•

System operator has full
control of assets
Optimal maintenance
strategy

3. Models for the organisation and regulation of electricity transmission:
international survey
In this section we identify the main features that characterise the organisation and
regulatory models implemented in the electricity transmission sector, with reference to
the international experience. Our survey focuses on the experience in the United States
and Europe, since they are representative of the set of organisational and regulatory
options available to Peru.
3.1

Industry organisation

System operations and transmission operations activities
Alternative organisations for the transmission business can be identified based on the
following dimensions:
 unbundling of transmission from system operation;
 unbundling of transmission or system operation businesses from other segments
of the electricity value chain.
As to unbundling of transmission and system operations, Chawla and Pollitt (2013)2,
based on an assessment of transmission activities in 178 countries, detect the
convergence of the organisational framework to either the TSO model or the ISO model.
They also note the move between the two models, in the same country, has rarely taken
place3.
In the TSO model, the system operator is integrated with the transmission operator; in
the ISO model the two functions are performed by separate, uncorrelated entities.
The TSO model is implemented in most European countries, where electricity
transmission is organised as a regulated monopoly, mostly at the national scale. The
TSO model is usually credited with a number of advantages.
To start with, system operation’s costs generally account for a small share of total
transmission costs. This makes it difficult to provide strong economic incentives to the
system operator without the risk of causing the company’s bankruptcy in case of
underperformance, an outcome that would be, in practise, impossible to enforce. Sharper
economic incentives may therefore be provided to a TSO, given the larger size of the
company, compared to an ISO.
In addition, when the same company acts as transmission operator and system operator,
the same incentive scheme could encompass system operation and transmission
operation costs; for example, a single revenue cap for the TSO based on expected total

2

Mallika Chawla and Michael G. Pollitt, 2013, Global Trends in Electricity Transmission System Operation:
Where does the future lie? The Electricity Journal Volume 26, Issue 5, June 2013, Pages 65-71
Downloadable from https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S1040619013001127.
3
Some noticeable exceptions are Italy and Spain, that moved from ISO to ITSO; UK and the Philippines, that
moved from TSO to ISO.
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cost (the ‘TOTEX’ approach) may provide the right incentives to choose the best capital
and operational expenditure mix. This would lead the TSO to optimise, for example,
between purchasing ancillary services from generators and expanding the transmission
capacity. In practice, in the European experience, providing economic incentives to
minimise system operation costs has proved difficult, since it is hard to assess the degree
of control on ancillary services’ costs enjoyed by the system operator. This difficulty is
however largely common to the ISO and TSO models. Further, we are not aware of
regulatory incentive schemes targeting the system operator’s planning activity; instead,
the system operator’s planning activity is generally disciplined via transparency
requirements, including obligations to carry our extensive public consultations and the
requirement to justify planned network upgrades with rigorous cost-benefit analysis.
The ISO model, in which the system operator is separate from the transmission
operator(s), is widely implemented in the United States. The advantages of this model
relate to the system operator’s independence from transmission operator(s), which
should ensure even greater neutrality in choosing between transmission network
upgrades and alternative measures, such as investments in distribution or procurement
of ancillary services from generators or flexible loads, to address system needs.
As to the unbundling of transmission or system operation businesses from other
segments of the electricity value chain, ownership unbundling of the ISO or of the TSO
is the most common solution, even though legal unbundling is implemented in a number
of countries. In several cases, the lighter form of unbundling, legal unbundling, has later
been replaced by ownership unbundling.
Transmission and sub-transmission assets
The standard functional grouping of network assets distinguishes between transmission,
sub-transmission and distribution assets as follows.


Transmission assets:
o ultra-high- and high-voltage assets;
o meshed network topology and operations;
o power flows through the network elements reverse frequently, depending
on system conditions and generation dispatch;
o low density of assets in the territory.



Sub-transmission assets:
o high-voltage assets with lower voltage than transmission assets4;

4

There is no fixed cut-off between sub-transmission and transmission, or sub-transmission and
distribution. The voltage ranges overlap somewhat. Voltages from 60 kV to 130 kV are typically used for
sub-transmission. As power systems evolved, voltages formerly used for transmission were used for subtransmission, and sub-transmission voltages became distribution voltages. In Peru, for transmission
planning purposes, 33 kV and 60 kV are regarded as high voltage.
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o
o


connections of larger substations – that are directly connected to the main
transmission system – to smaller substations, to which MV/LV substations
are connected5;
meshed network topology with circuits arranged in loops; typically, loops
are operated as open circuits; in this case loops have a back-up purpose.

Distribution assets:
o medium-voltage (MV) and low-voltage (LV) assets;
o non meshed network topology and operations;
o power flows normally unidirectional;
o high density of assets in the territory.

In the rest of this Report, we identify transmission, sub-transmission and distribution
assets based on this characterisation. This is schematically presented in Figure 3.
Figure 3: Transmission and sub-transmission networks

5

. LV customers are connected to these substations, MV customers are typically connected to subtransmission stations.
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In the international experience, those assets which are considered as sub-transmission
in Peru are commonly managed by distribution system operators and regulated as
distribution assets.
The perimeter of transmission, sub-transmission and distribution is relevant to the extent
that the different activities are carried out by different companies and are subject to
different regulatory regimes.
First, alternative allocations of assets may result in different coordination needs between
different parties. For example, the decision to open a sub-transmission line ending in a
distribution substation may require a different procedure depending on whether the line
and the substation are owned by the same company or by different entities. Furthermore,
separate ownership may result in disputes, for example, on the responsibility for an
outage, in case this has caused costs to third parties or damages to network equipment.
Finally, operating on different types of assets may require different competencies; for
example, some technical personnel may be qualified to operate assets only below certain
voltage levels. In this case, spreading high-voltage assets among multiple small
distribution companies may lead to inefficient duplication of technical crews qualified to
operate them.
Second, different asset allocations may constrain the design of the regulatory
mechanisms. For example, incentive-based schemes to improve quality of service are
easier to design and implement if all assets affecting the relevant quality dimensions are
under the control of the same party.
Third, alternative asset allocations may result in different incentives on network
development, possibly resulting in suboptimal development decisions. For example, an
eager-to-invest distributor that does not operate sub-transmission assets might favour
investment in distribution assets over a sub-transmission upgrade, even though the latter
were preferable from a system perspective.
Based on the international experience, in our view it is hard to justify different
organisational and regulatory arrangements for sub-transmission and distribution assets.
In fact, from a technical and functional perspective, sub-transmission and distribution
assets are similar in important respects, since sub-transmission assets, like distribution
assets:
 are part of the unidirectional network path that delivers electricity, from the
transmission system to consumers;
 serve each a certain consumption area, rather than connecting two points of the
main transmission network; and
 are often located in the proximity of or within consumption centres.
However, note that the evolution of electricity consumption, generation and storage
technologies driven by decarbonisation objectives is expected to blur the distinctive
characteristics of distribution and transmission networks, as the capacity of generators
and dispatchable loads connected to distribution networks expands. This will make it
necessary to implement continuous monitoring and control of power flows on distribution
assets, as it happens today for transmission assets. The implications of these
developments on the organisation and operation of distributors are addressed in the
companion report on Thematic Line 3.
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3.2

Governance of network development

In all countries the system operator is responsible for planning transmission network
developments.
In Europe and in the United States, the merchant development of transmission lines is
possible. In the merchant approach, the developer of the line is assigned, by the system
operator, a certain number of transmission rights, corresponding to the incremental
capacity made available by the asset. The developer, then, sells those rights in the
market. In the merchant approach, the developer bears the risk that the value of the
transmission rights resulting from the investment turn out larger or smaller than expected,
or transfer it to network users by selling forward the transmission rights.
The coexistence of centralised planning and merchant development has proved
problematic 6 , because of the complex complementarities and substitutability among
network assets, that make it difficult to assess the net benefit of each upgrade. Such
complexity makes it also difficult to internalise all the effects caused by a new asset on
the transmission capacity in the other portions of the transmission network. This would
require: (i) assigning to the developer a set of transmission rights corresponding to the
incremental capacity that the new asset creates in the different portions of the network
and (ii) requiring the developer to pay for any reductions in transmission capacity that
the new asset may cause in other portions of the network.
Finally, enforcing the risk allocation of merchant asset might be difficult in practice, in
case the asset turns out to be unprofitable; in Europe, for example, some merchant gas
assets that turned out to be unprofitable sought and obtained to be moved to the
regulated regime, which entailed a (partial, in those cases) cost recovery guarantee
irrespective of the utilisation levels.
3.3

Regulatory framework

United States
The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) is an independent agency under
the Department of Energy. It regulates the rates, terms and conditions of transmission of
power in interstate commerce by public utilities. This occurs when electricity is
transported (or is commingled with electric energy that has been transported) over at
least one state boundary through a transmission line that is interconnected with the
transmission grid.
Individual State Public Utilities Commissions regulate the siting and physical construction
of transmission facilities.

6

An example of the tensions between merchant development and centralized planning can be found in
Meredith Hurley, Traditional Public Utility Law and the Demise of a Merchant Transmission Developer
Northwestern Journal of Law & Social Policy, Volume 14, Issue 3 Spring, 2019.
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Europe Union
In the European Union, Member States’ National Regulatory Authorities (NRAs) typically
define the transmission tariff or the methodology for setting such tariffs, or both. In a few
cases, NRAs approve the tariff methodology defined by the TSO.
3.4

Regulatory mechanisms

The typical regulatory framework for electricity transmission is such that, once a network
development planned by the system operator is approved by the regulator, the risk that
the asset turns out to be more or less valuable than expected is transferred to
consumers. In particular, consumers will reimburse the asset owners of the cost of the
asset, inclusive of a regulated rate of return on invested capital, irrespective of the actual
level of utilisation of the asset.
Where the industry structure is based on a monopolist TSO, such risk allocation is
implemented via the standard ‘rate-base/rate of return’ regulatory mechanisms. Where
the industry structure is based on an ISO, the transmission operator compensation may
be determined either by auctions, as it happens in Brazil, Argentina and Peru, or via
regulation, as it happens in the United States.
The primary cost-reimbursement mechanism is often complemented by incentive
schemes. These schemes typically include penalties/rewards based on the level of
availability of the assets or different measures of quality of service.
We are not aware of regulatory schemes aimed at inducing minimisation of construction
costs. This is explained by the fact that competitive procurement of network assets is
common practice, irrespective of how the transmission operator is selected. Therefore,
a large cost share is the outcome of a competitive process even in a regulated monopoly
setting.
In Italy, where a TSO model is implemented, the regulator awards higher-than-normal
rates of return to transmission investments that are perceived particularly valuable for
the system or technically challenging. This approach is difficult to reconcile with the
overall design of the tariff system, that moves most of the risk away from the TSO; it is
also difficult to reconcile with the content of transmission system operator’s monopoly
concession, which can be deemed to place on the TSO, as part of the general duties of
public service, the obligation to prioritise investments based on their value to consumers.
In some European countries, incentive systems are implemented to induce system
operators to minimise procurement cost of ancillary services. Such incentive systems,
implemented for example in Italy and Great Britain, are however difficult to design and
fine tune, since:
 the complex nature of the security constraints within which the system operator
has to take decisions, and the changing system conditions, make it difficult to
identify the variables under the system operator’s control and to quantify their
potential impact on system operation costs;
 in that context, high-powered incentive mechanisms risk placing more risk on the
system operator than it is consistent with the company’s financial structure. In
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other terms, the outcome of a high-powered incentive scheme may result in
extraordinary profits for the system operator, as well as in unbearable losses.

3.5

Tariff schemes

A wide range of transmission tariff designs is implemented in different countries. In this
section we review the requirements for the desirable structure of transmission tariffs that
are commonly put forward in policy discussions. Then we relate them to the different
designs implemented in the international experience.
Objectives attached to the design of transmission tariffs
Efficiency
A tariff system is efficient if it:
 induces an efficient use of the existing transmission capacity; an efficient tariff
system leads network users to purchase the optimal level and mix of
transmission services.
 provides correct economic signals on the merits of network upgrades; an efficient
tariff system signals to the party responsible for network upgrades when and
where the network upgrades yield positive net benefit.
Efficient tariffs equal marginal or short-run incremental costs. Abstracting from
transmission losses, the marginal cost of a transmission services is basically zero, up to
the full utilisation of capacity; it then becomes very high, because of the reduction of the
asset’s life in case of violation of its nominal capacity limit.
In case of scarcity, i.e. when the demand for transmission services cannot be met by the
existing capacity, additional demand-rationing tariff components are charged. In
electricity, this tariffication model could be implemented via locational differentiation of
electricity prices.
Transmission tariffs reflective of some measure of forward-looking costs of meeting
additional demand have been advocated on ‘long-term efficiency’ grounds; the idea is
that they signal to would-be network users the cost of increasing capacity that greater
demand at each location would cause. This approach, implemented in Great Britain,
cannot be reconciled with the efficiency objective, to the extent that, in order to send
scarcity signals to potential additional users, prices based on forward-looking costs may
distort decisions on the use of transmission assets by existing users.
Revenue adequacy
Certainty of investment cost recovery is an important pillar in the regulatory framework
of electricity transmission in all countries.
The trade-off between efficiency and revenue adequacy is central to tariff design in
industries, like electricity transmission, which feature decreasing average cost. With
decreasing average cost, tariffs equal to marginal/incremental costs do not generally
allow for the revenue adequacy requirement to be respected. Multi-part tariffs, including
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usage independent tariff components, allow the transmission operators’ revenue
requirement to be met with minimal or no distortion in network users’ decisions.
Fairness
The fairness requirement assumes different meanings in different contexts. Fairness is
often associated with affordability – the ability of consumers to pay for their energy needs
– and with non-discrimination – equal treatment of network users with the same
characteristics.
In European countries, poverty is commonly addressed via specific policy measures. In
some cases, measures specifically targeting energy poverty are implemented. Such
measures operate on electricity retail tariffs. In that context, then, fairness, in terms of
affordability, does not appear to constraint the design of electricity transmission tariffs.
Non-discrimination
Non-discrimination refers to applying the same network access conditions, and in
particular the sane tariff treatment, in identical situations. No inconsistency between nondiscrimination and efficiency exists if efficient linear prices are implemented. After all,
consumers requiring the same service would be charged the same tariff, a tariff equal to
the marginal or short-term incremental cost. However, should prices depart from
marginal costs in order to meet the revenue adequacy requirement, the welfaremaximising price structure would not necessarily satisfy an intuitive definition of nondiscrimination. This happens because second-best optimal prices also depend on the
characteristics of demand, and in particular its price elasticity, which would ideally mean
that different consumers buying the same service (but whose demand exhibits different
price elasticities) pay different prices.
Cost-reflectivity
The requirement that the tariff system be cost-reflective is not justified per se; it may
though be related to other requirements, in particular efficiency, revenue adequacy and
fairness.
As far as efficiency is concerned, since efficient tariffs equal marginal or short-run
incremental costs, they are cost-reflective. However, second best tariffs, i.e. tariffs that
achieve a given revenue requirement while minimising welfare losses, are not costreflective. In particular, some of them often depend on the demand characteristics of the
different network users.
Cost-reflectivity might also be interpreted as requiring that total electricity transmission
costs be recovered. In this sense, cost-reflectivity overlaps with revenue adequacy.
Finally, with respect to the relationship between cost reflectivity and fairness, a tariff
model that makes each electricity consumer, or each network user, pay for the costs
induced by its use of the network would be appealing from a fairness perspective. In fact,
since most of the electricity transmission cost is fixed and sunk, assessing a user’s cost
responsibility is, both logically and practically, impossible.
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Transmission tariff implementations
United States
In the tariff system implemented by the ISOs and the regional transmission organisations
(RTO) 7, transmission access fees are typically charged to loads or load serving entities,
and are aimed at covering the transmission revenue requirement. Access fees are
generally based on customer’s contribution to the system’s peak. This can be assessed
ex-ante, for example based on the previous year’s consumption at coincident peak times,
but also ex-post, based on actual consumption. Payment of an access fee entitles the
paying customer to inject energy into the grid and withdraw it from the grid. In addition to
access fees, grid users may also be required to pay a usage charge to reflect the cost of
managing transmission congestion via redispatch. Short-term markets compliant with the
‘standard market design’8 integrate day-ahead and hour-head energy, transmission and
ancillary services markets. Market participants bid to buy and sell energy and ancillary
services at various locations on the grid, and the transmission provider selects the
optimal resource patterns given the bids. The interaction of all bids through this process
results in market-clearing energy prices at each location on the grid. The difference
between two locational energy prices defines the value of transmission capacity between
the two locations (as well as losses for moving energy between these locations) and is
the congestion charge paid by users engaged in point-to-point transactions, i.e. that
inject and withdraw power in these locations. Such model provides the correct locational
and temporal price signals as it reflects the marginal cost of transmission services.
In all real word implementations of locational prices, congestion rents are only able to
cover a small fraction – typically 20% at most – of the total transmission costs.
Transmission tariffs, therefore, cover most of the total transmission costs even in
systems implementing locational energy prices.
Because locational price differences can be volatile, a user may hedge against
congestion cost volatility by using financial transmission rights (FTRs). FTRs could
typically be bought in annual, seasonal, or monthly auctions held by the transmission
provider in advance of the actual use of transmission service. Customers paying access
fees typically receive an allocation of FTRs, reducing or eliminating their need to
purchase additional rights. Generators do not pay fixed charges because the revenue
adequacy requirement is met by charging access fees to loads. Cross border
transmission services are typically charged separately, to ensure that loads in
neighbouring regions that benefit from using the transmission system also contribute to

7

We focus here on the tariff system implemented by pools of transmission systems combined under an
ISO or a regional transmission organization (RTO). Currently this is the prevalent organisational
arrangement in the United States. A different design, based on the open access concept, is typically used
by vertically integrated utility to allow transmission access by third parties. Under the open-access design,
transmission customers pay transaction-based volumetric reservation charges for their use of the
transmission system. A description of the open-access system may be found in Lusztig, C. & Feldberg, P. &
Orans, R. & Olson, A., 2006. A survey of transmission tariffs in North America, Energy, Elsevier, vol. 31(6).
8
The standard market design is a set of established guidelines governing the sale of electrical power and
the operations of electrical transmission lines in the United States established by the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission.
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paying for its cost. A new generator accesses the transmission system by paying for the
interconnection; it can also purchase FTRs to hedge future transmission cost to serve
load at a certain location.
The Europe Union 9
Congestion management via nodal price differentiation of electricity prices is not
implemented in Europe. Uniform nation-wide wholesale electricity prices is the prevalent
arrangements, with the exception of some countries, in particular Italy, Sweden and
Norway, that implement zonal pricing systems to allocate transmission capacity between
large areas.
The structure of transmission tariffs is very diverse across European Union’s Member
States. The most relevant features are presented next. First, transmission tariffs for
injection are applied in less than half the Member States; where this happens, producers
pay a share of transmission costs ranging from around 2% to 35%. In the other Member
States, the entire transmission revenue requirement is met through withdrawal charges.
Second, in the vast majority of jurisdictions that implement injection charges, these are
based (at least partially) on the energy injected into the grid. Transmission tariffs for
withdrawal generally feature both an energy-based component and a power-based
component.
Third, it is not infrequent in Europe that transmission tariffs – and particularly withdrawal
charges – are time-differentiated. Time differentiation is applied to the energy and/or the
power component. In most cases, different charges apply to withdrawals or injections
occurring in different pre-determined time periods. Sometimes several types of time
signals (seasonal/day and night/peak/dynamic pricing) coexist in the same tariff system.
Fourth, transmission tariffs in most European countries are not locationally differentiated.
Where they are, the locational differentiation aims at reflecting differences in long-term
incremental cost of transmission capacity expansions10. For this to happen, locationally
differentiated transmission tariffs must be known by would-be investors in generation
capacity before siting decisions are taken and held constant for the generator’s lifetime.
Otherwise, unnecessary risk that transmission fees vary in time is placed on generators.
In some countries, locational differentiation of transmission charges is obtained via socalled ‘deep connection charges’. Deep connection charges are meant to allocate to
generators seeking connection (part of) the costs of the network reinforcements that are
necessary to allow them to connect. If deep connection charges are used to send
locational signals, location-independent use-of-system charges can be applied.
Fifth, in the vast majority of jurisdictions, the costs of losses are recovered
by the transmission tariffs or by specific charges. In some countries, such costs are not

9

The main reference for this section is: ACER Practice Report on Transmission Tariff Methodologies, 2019,
downloadable from: https://www.acer.europa.eu/en/the_eu_energy_market/Pages/default.aspx
10
As opposed to short term marginal cost signals sent via locational electricity price differentiation in the
US approach.
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covered by any tariff or charge levied on network users, but instead producers cover
losses through injection of additional energy or suppliers procure additional energy to
their clients’ metered consumption.
Sixth, the cost of ancillary services – including frequency containment and restoration
reserve, replacement reserve, reactive support and voltage control, black-start service –
is generally covered either via the primary transmission tariffs or via specific tariff
components; frequency containment and black-start capabilities are in some countries
mandatorily provided by generators at no charge.
Seventh, in most jurisdictions the costs of congestion management are part of the
primary transmission tariff or recovered by specific charges.
Eighth, in the vast majority of the jurisdictions the transmission tariff methodologies are
set for multiple years (typically 4-5 years), and the tariff values are updated on an annual
basis or ex-ante for multiple years, based on a pre-specified methodology.
Finally, in the vast majority of jurisdictions, a public consultation is carried out before the
transmission tariff methodology is set.
Figure 4 summarises the main features that define the organisational and regulatory
settings for electricity transmission.
Figure 4: Variables of choice for the organisation and regulation of the electricity
transmission sector
Dimension

Options

Drivers of the choice

Perimeter of transmission
and sub-transmission

• Sub-transmission like distribution vs subtransmission like backbone transmission

• Relative importance of coordination subtransmission/distribution and sub-transmission/transmission

Industry structure

• ISO vs TSO model
• Functional vs legal vs ownership unbundling from
generation, distribution and retail

• No clearly superior model between ISO and TSO
• Need for independence of SO-TSO

Organisation of supply of
transmission services

• Auctions to select TOs and set allowed revenues
vs regulated monopoly

• Merits of competitions vis à vis regulation
• Coordination issues in case of fragmentation of asset
operations

Network development
decisions

• Planned vs merchant vs both modes

• Planning is indispensable
• Interaction between planned and merchant development may
be complicated
• Merchant sensible way to address projects with uncertain value

Tariff structure

• Congestion management via nodal electricity
prices vs other tariffication methodologies

• Relative importance of sending efficient price signals vs other
objectives pursued via transmission tariffs and electricity prices
(fairness among consumers at different locations)
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4. The organisation and regulatory framework of the electricity transmission sector
in Peru
In this section we present our understanding of the current organisation and regulatory
framework for electricity transmission in Peru.
4.1

Institutions governing Peru’s electricity transmission sector

The main institutions governing Peru’s electricity transmission sector are the Ministerio
de Energía y Minas (MINEM – Ministry of Energy and Mining), the Organismo Supervisor
de la Inversión en Energía y Minería (OSINERGMIN – Supervisory Entity for Energy and
Mining Investment) and the Comité de Operación Económica del Sistema (COES –
Committee for the Economic Operation of the System)
MINEM’s responsibilities on electricity transmission include:
 to approve the Plan de transmisión (Transmission Plan) prepared by COES and
reviewed by OSINERGMIN. The Plan de transmisión sets binding investment
commitments for the development of Peru’s main transmission network;
 to approve transmission development plans proposed by existing concession
holders outside of the Plan de transmisión;
 to develop the Planes Nacional de Electrificación Rural (PNER - Plans for rural
electrification);
 to activate the tender process to select the investors in new transmission and
sub-transmission assets.
OSINERGMIN is Peru’s electricity regulator. OSINERGMIN’s responsibilities on
electricity transmission include:
 to review the Plan de transmisión, before it is approved by MINEM;
 to prepare a Plan de inversión en transmisión (Plan de inversión - Investment
Plan) for sub-transmission assets in each demand area, based on the Planes de
inversión submitted by the distribution companies and by the transmission
concession holders operating in the area;
 to set allowed revenues for investments that are not assigned by tenders;
 to set tariffs for access to private transmission assets operated by third parties,
in case of disagreement between the asset operator and the party requesting
access;
 to set transmission tariffs for final electricity consumers.
COES is Peru’s transmission system operator and spot market operator 11 . COES’
responsibilities include:
 to prepare the Plan de transmisión;
 to draft the procedures that rule the operations of the Sistema Eléctrico
Interconectado Nacional (SEIN - national interconnected power system), to be
approved by OSINERGMIN;
 to control real-time operations of the SEIN, through its dispatch centre (Centro
Coordinador Nacional);

11

Ley 28832, Capitulo cuarto and Reglamento del COES.
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to coordinate planned maintenance outages of generators;
to determine the volumes of electricity injected and withdrawn by each agent for
settlement purposes.

Peru’s institutional architecture for the governance of electricity transmission is in line
with international practices; we do not identify any flaws in its design.
4.2

Organisation of the industry

Perimeter of transmission and sub-transmission activities
In Peru, different groupings of assets are relevant for different purposes. For planning
purposes, the relevant grouping is:
 assets included in the Plan de transmisión; and
 assets included in the Planes de inversión.
This grouping matches to a large extent the standard transmission / sub-transmission
classification presented in section 3.1. The perimeter covered by the Plan de
transmisión, according to Decreto Supremo N. 027-2007-EM, coincides with the
functional characterisation of transmission assets. RM N° 051-2018-MEM/EM
establishes that the interfaces between the backbone transmission network and the subtransmission system fall in the perimeter of the Plan de transmisión. These are the
Instalaciones de transmisión de conexión (ITCs), basically primary substations from
which sub-transmission lines depart.
The remaining high-voltage infrastructures, which are considered as sub-transmission,
are covered by the Planes de inversión.
In Peru, sub-transmission infrastructures may also be developed by private parties
outside of the planning process. These assets are named Redes no planificadas
(unplanned transmission systems).
Distribution assets in Peru are defined in terms of voltage level and not according to their
function. The 30kV voltage limit defines distribution in Peru; since 30 kV is a relatively
low voltage level, it is likely that some HV assets featuring in the Planes de inversión
perform a genuine distribution function.
In Peru, transmission and sub-transmission assets are grouped for regulatory purposes
according to a different criterion. In particular, each transmission or sub-transmission
asset belongs to one of the following categories: Sistema principal de transmisión (SPT),
Sistema secundario de transmisión (SST), Sistema garantizado de transmisión (SGT),
Sistema complementario de transmisión (SCT). With limited exceptions, SPT and SGT
include transmission assets, SST and SCT include sub-transmission assets12.

12

For example, in case an investment in a transmission asset is assigned as a result of a manifestación de
interés, instead of via tender, the asset qualifies as SCT; the same applies to reinforcements of transmission
assets for which the asset owner exercises his right of first call on the implementation.
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Peru implements different organisational and regulatory models for transmission and
sub-transmission assets. Each model comprises a default mechanism and an alternative
mechanism to select the party that implements the investment and to determine the
allowed cost.
Transmission
COES, Peru’s electricity system operator, is responsible for identifying necessary
transmission upgrades; these are included in the Plan de transmisión.
The default mechanism to implement the Plan de transmisión is based on competitive
tenders. Each tender awards a Concession for the role of ‘transmission operator’ of a
network element in the Plan de transmisión – for example a new transmission line or
primary substation. The asset’s transmission operator develops, builds and operates the
asset. Further, the transmission operator owns the asset until the end of the Concession
period, when the asset is transferred to the State of Peru, at no charge.
The transmission operator is entitled to recover expected cost, as bid in the tender
process. Such cost adds to the allowed revenue requirement that the regulator meets
through transmission tariffs.
The alternative mechanism to implement the Plan de transmisión is based on regulation
and operates as follows. Any party may submit to MINEM an expression of interest to
implement an investment included in the Plan de transmisión, after the Plan is approved.
In this case, allowed costs are set by OSINERGMIN, according to a standard costing
methodology13. These projects are referred to as ‘de iniciativa privada’. We understand
that, in practice, this option is not viable because the party awarded the project is subject
to implementation requirements that are impossible to meet given the time necessary to
complete the permitting process. In fact, no project has ever been developed according
to this mechanism.
Finally, in case of reinforcements (refuerzos), which entail refurbishment of existing
assets, the asset owner has the right of first call on the investment, with allowed cost set
by OSINERGMIN. In case such right is not exercised, the project is tendered following
the standard process.
Sub-transmission
OSINERGMIN is responsible for publishing a sub-transmission development plan for
each of the 14 demand areas in which Peru is split. For this purpose, OSINERGMIN
coordinates and integrates the development plans (the Planes de inversión) submitted
by the distribution companies and other sub-transmission operators located in the area.
The Planes de inversión do not include assets that connect a generator to the system;
these are developed at the connection stage and paid for by the generator.

13

In the regulatory classification, these assets qualify as SCT-PT (as SCT-Plan de Transmisión).
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The default mechanism to govern the implementation of sub-transmission investments
is based on regulation. OSINERGMIN assigns each investment to an operator and sets
the corresponding allowed cost, according to a standard costing methodology14.
The alternative mechanism is based on tenders. The process is triggered by a request
to MINEM to assign the project via competitive tender, submitted by the party that
OSINERGMIN puts in charge of the investment at the planning stage. The winner of the
tender is awarded a Concession for the role of sub-transmission operator for the new
asset and allowed costs are equal to its bid in the tender. This means that the number of
sub-transmission operators in the same geographic area may increase, as new
companies win tenders to build new assets. Unlike distribution companies, parties that
acquire the status of sub-transmission operators by winning a tender for a subtransmission upgrade are not required to submit a Plan de inversión, but they have the
right to do it.
Redes no planificadas
In Peru, any generator or large customer may build sub-transmission assets that are not
included in the Planes de inversión or in the Plan de transmisión to connect to the public
network.
Third-party access provisions apply to those assets. OSINERGMIN settles disputes
between the asset owner and the consumer or generator connected to the infrastructure,
if they are different, as well as between the asset owner and additional parties requiring
access to the infrastructure.
Figure 5 summarises the roles and responsibilities for planning and implementation and
the approaches for setting allowed costs for transmission and sub-transmission in Peru,
as described above.

Figure 5. Network planning, investment implementation and regulation in Peru

14

Allowed revenues
(default /alternative
mechanism)

Planning

Implementation
(default /alternative
mechanism)

Transmission

COES
(Plan de transmisión)

Competive tenders /
iniciativa privada

Tender’s bid/
Regulation
(standard cost)

Sub-transmission

Osinergmin
(Planes de inversión)

Assignement by
Osinergmin /
Compeittive tenders

Regulation
(standard cost) /
Tender’s bid

Unplanned transmission
systems (Redes no
planificadas)

Private developer

Private developer

Private agreement /
Osinergmin in case of
disputes

In the regulatory classification, these assets qualify as SCT-PI (as SCT-Plan de inversión).
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Transmission tariffs
Transmission (allowed) costs are recovered by charging the users of the transmission
system, i.e. distribution companies, generators, and large consumers connected to the
transmission network. The way in which distribution companies (should) pass the
transmission charges they pay on to consumers connected to their networks is address
in the companion report on Thematic Line 3.
The cost of the transmission system, more precisely of SPT and SGT assets, is charged
to loads as the Peaje de conexión15, a tariff component based on their net withdrawal
level during the monthly peak time.
In case tariff revenues fall short of SPT’s and SGT’s allowed revenues, generators pay
for the difference. In case tariff revenues turn out greater than SPT’s and SGT’s allowed
revenues, transmission owners collect the difference, which is then offset in the following
tariff period.
The cost of sub-transmission assets, more precisely of SCT and SST assets, that
connect a generator to the system are paid by the generator, through energy-based
charges.
The cost of sub-transmission assets, more precisely of SCT and SST assets, that
connect a distribution system to the transmission system are charged to the distribution
company, based on energy withdrawals.
As all sub-transmission service providers in the same demand area charge the same
tariff, a side-payment system ensuring that each of them collects net revenues equal to
its allowed costs is in place.

4.3

Performance and issues

The following Tables report information on ownership of transmission and subtransmission assets in Peru.

15

A further tariff component, based on locational value of electricity, is charged to cover transmission
losses (Ingreso Tarifario).
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Table 1: Ownership of transmission assets in Peru (Source: based on data
provided by OSINERGMIN)
Nombre de la compañía
(Grupo)
ISA Perú (Grupo)
REDESUR (Grupo)
REDESUR (Grupo)
ATN S.A.
ABY Transmisión Sur S.A.
Compañía Minera Antamina
San Gabán

KM de líneas (HV o
HHV)
9,418
326
371
585
904

Empresa de Generación
Eléctrica Machupicchu S.A.

Capacidad del
transformador MVA
7,907
625
160
1,200
200

Zona

325

Norte
Sur
Norte
Sur
Sur
Norte
Sur

136

Sur

Table 1 shows that the transmission sector in Peru is highly concentrated, suggesting
that the current organisational and regulatory framework has not led to overfragmentation of ownership, which could result in scale economies not being fully
exploited.
Table 2: Major transmission development projects since 2006 (Source: based on
data provided by OSINERGMIN)
Inicio de
Nombre del proyecto
construcción
22-07-10 LT 500 kV Chilca-Marcona-Montalvo
LT 220 kV Carhuamayo - Huallanca 22-05-08 Kiman Ayllu - Cajamarca Norte
Carhuaquero
30-09-10 LT 220 kV Tintaya - Socabaya
16-03-13
18-06-15
08-09-08
18-02-10
26-08-10
27-09-10
26-05-11
27-07-16

LT 220 kV Carhuaquero - Cajamarca
Norte - Cáclic - Moyobamba

LT Azángaro - Julica - Puno
LT 220 kV Chilca - Planicie - Zapallal
LT 220 kV Zapallal - Trujillo
LT 220 kV Talara - Piura
LT 220 kV Pomacocha - Carhuamayo
LT 220 kV Trujillo - Chiclayo
LT 220 kV Trujillo - Chiclayo (Refuerzo)
LT 220 kV Machupicchu - Abancay 22-12-10
Cotaruse
LT 220 kV Mantaro - Marcona 26-09-13
Soacabaya - Montalvo
SE Carapongo y Enlaces (Incluye Monto
11-11-15
Complementario)

Linea y Subestaciones

Marco
Costo del
Concesionario del Proyecto (Grupo)
institucional proyecto (US$)
Licitación
291,027,958 Aby Transmisión Sur S.A.

Línea y Subestaciones

Licitación

Línea y Subestaciones

Licitación

Línea y Subestaciones

Licitación

106,887,489

Concesionaria Línea de Transmisión
CCNCM S.A.C. (REDESUR)

Línea y Subestaciones
Línea y Subestaciones
Línea y Subestaciones
Línea y Subestaciones
Línea y Subestaciones
Línea y Subestaciones
Línea y Subestaciones

Licitación
Licitación
Licitación
Licitación
Licitación
Licitación
Refuerzo

36,812,000
52,233,900
167,500,000
14,580,022
16,407,891
101,406,434
5,549,891

Tesur 2 S.A. (REDESR)
Consorcio Transmantaro (ISA)
Consorcio Transmantaro (ISA)
Consorcio Transmantaro (ISA)
Consorcio Transmantaro (ISA)
Consorcio Transmantaro (ISA)
Consorcio Transmantaro (ISA)

Línea y Subestaciones

Licitación

75,005,299 Consorcio Transmantaro (ISA)

Línea y Subestaciones

Licitación

278,365,620 Consorcio Transmantaro (ISA)

Línea y Subestaciones

Licitación

42,703,410 Consorcio Transmantaro (ISA)

Tipo de activo

100,474,831 ATN S.A
43,568,415 Tesur S.A. (REDESUR)

Table 2 shows that only two among the largest network development projects since 2006
have been awarded, via tenders, to parties other than the two main operators, the ISA
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and REDESUR groups. The remaining projects have been awarded to companies
belonging to these two groups.
The value of the main investment projects in transmission assets since 2006 nears 1.4
billion US$, suggesting that the organisation and regulatory framework of Peru’s
electricity transmission has proved effective in attracting capital to the sector.
Table 3 presents the ownership structure of sub-transmission assets in Peru.
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Table 3: Ownership of sub-transmission assets in Peru (Source: based on data provided by OSINERGMIN)
Demand area
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
6
6
7
7
8
8
8
8
8
9
9
9
9
9
10
10
10
11
11
12
12
12
13
13
14
Total

Tititular
ELECTRONOROESTE
REP
ELECTROPERÚ
ADINELSA
ELECTRONORTE
ELECTRO ORIENTE
PEOT
ADINELSA
REP
HIDRANDINA
CONELSUR
ETENORTE
ELECTRONORTE
CHAVIMOCHIC
REP
ELECTRO ORIENTE
ELECTROCENTRO
STATKRAFT
REP
ADINELSA
SHAQSHA
CONENHUA
CONELSUR
CEMENTO ANDINO
ELECTROPERÚ
ENEL DISTRIBUCION PERÚ
HIDRANDINA
ADINELSA
STATKRAFT
CONELSUR
REP
LUZ DEL SUR
REP
ELECTRO DUNAS
REP
SEAL
COELVISAC
ADINELSA
SEAL
CONELSUR
ELECTROSUR
EGASA
REP
ELECTRO SUR ESTE
REP
EGEMSA
ELECTRO PUNO
REP
ENGIE
REP
ELECTROSUR
ELECTROSUR
EGESUR
ELECTRO UCAYALI

SST
SCT
Subtranmission tot
CR 1 - Lineas
Ownership Tipo Suma de km Suma de MVA Suma de km Suma de MVA Suma de km Suma de MVA
per Area
Public
D
385
242
80
278
465
520
Private
T
136
185
0
100
136
285
64%
Public
G
75
40
75
40
Public
D
47
40
47
40
Public
D
0
90
184
242
184
332
Public
D
63
37
90
40
153
77
35%
Private
T
117
26
35
0
153
26
Public
D
40
52
40
52
Private
T
0
130
0
100
0
230
Private
D
1,030
474
270
631
1,300
1,105
Private
T
137
60
137
60
Private
T
17
23
17
23
88%
Public
T
0
20
0
20
Public
D
17
11
17
11
Private
T
0
255
0
95
0
350
Public
D
214
70
205
79
420
149
100%
Public
D
341
164
593
175
934
339
Private
T
416
375
0
35
416
410
Private
T
154
97
0
50
154
147
Public
D
120
31
120
31
53%
Private
T
53
0
53
0
Private
T
52
0
52
0
Private
T
33
30
33
30
Private
CL
13
20
13
20
Public
G
0
0
0
0
Private
D
414
2,151
220
4,185
634
6,336
Public
D
85
10
85
10
Public
D
33
9
33
9
83%
Private
G
0
60
9
0
9
60
Private
T
0
50
0
50
Private
T
0
90
0
100
0
190
Private
D
392
1,935
138
5,540
530
7,475
100%
Private
T
0
0
0
0
Private
D
420
162
41
252
461
414
Private
T
244
345
210
0
454
345
42%
Public
D
63
7
0
18
63
25
Private
D
0
20
62
25
62
45
Public
D
52
7
0
0
52
7
Public
D
179
182
101
499
280
681
Private
T
104
25
104
25
62%
Public
D
42
1
42
1
Public
G
18
60
18
60
Private
T
6
120
6
120
Public
D
369
104
325
200
694
304
88%
Private
T
95
75
0
25
95
100
Public
G
0
61
0
30
0
91
Public
D
93
46
124
26
217
72
100%
Private
T
0
151
140
0
291
Private
G
69
600
69
600
64%
Private
T
39
0
39
0
Public
D
0
40
25
0
65
Public
D
141
60
25
75
166
135
85%
Public
G
29
0
29
0
100%
Public
D
7
85
27
60
34
145
6,353
8,858
2,742
13,095
9,095
21,952

CR 3 - Lineas
MS PublicMS Distributorsper Area
Lineas per Area Lineas per Area
93%

81%

71%

93%

71%

71%

99%

1%

90%

100%

100%

100%

85%

59%

59%

99%

15%

99%

100%

0%

100%

90%

11%

58%

95%

76%

72%

100%

88%

88%

100%

100%

100%

100%

0%

0%

100%

100%

85%

100%

100%

100%

Table 3 shows that ownership of sub-transmission assets in Peru presents the following
characteristics:
 concentration of assets’ ownership in each demand area in high: in all areas, the
three largest sub-transmission licence-holders own a share ranging from 85% to
100% of the lines;
 the preeminent role of distributors: with the exception of demand zone 12,
distribution companies own 60% to 100% of sub-transmission lines of the area
in which they operate.
Performance in the implementation of planned investments has been different for
transmission and sub-transmission. According to the Informe, around 75%16 of the total
value of the investments foreseen in the Planes de Transmisión issued since 2006 had
been implemented by December 2019.
Performance in the implementation of sub-transmission investments has been less
satisfactory. The Informe highlights long implementation delays for the investments
foreseen in the Planes de inversión, in particular by publicly-owned distributors17. The
Informe reports that:
 at the end of the 4-year period covered by the Planes de inversión 2009-2013,
publicly-owned distributors had, on average, implemented 56% of the value of
planned investments;
 by February 2020, publicly-owned distributors had, on average, implemented
58% of the investments foreseen in the Planes de inversión 2013-2017 and 6%
of the investments foreseen in the Planes de inversión 2017-2021.
That evidence suggests that the governance model for sub-transmission network
investment is weak. Through our interaction with stakeholders, we identified the following
issues.
Poor inputs by distributors at the planning stage
It has been brought to our attention that some distributors show poor commitment to
produce adequate Planes de Inversión. The following behaviour would reflect such lack
of commitment:
 omission to submit the Plan de inversión to OSINERGMIN;
 instances of projects included in a distributor’s Plan de inversión that are
disavowed by the distributor at a later stage of the planning process.
It was also suggested that the lack of commitment to sub-transmission planning by
distributors may arise from the following elements:
 limited competences on transmission network planning and design available to
distributors;
 limited commitment to implementing sub-transmission investments (discussed
next).

16
17

Page 33 Cuadro 5.1.1 of the Informe.
Section 5.2.1 of the Informe.

A consequence of the distributor’s lack of commitment to sub-transmission planning may
be that OSINERGMIN involvement has become more hands-on, possibly extending
beyond a mere coordination role.
In this case, the scope of OSINERGMIN’s involvement in sub-transmission planning
goes well beyond the typical role of regulators. Furthermore, provided OSINERGMIN’s
resources are those typical of a regulatory agency and not of a network operator, poor
inputs by the distributors may impact the quality of the final plans.
Poor performances of distributors at the investment stage
It was submitted that some distributors show poor commitment to implement the
investments for which they are assigned responsibility by OSINERGMIN. The following
behaviour would reflect such lack of commitment:
 delays in implementation of assigned investments;
 implementation of different measures to address the issues that the planned
investment is meant to address, possibly under an emergency regime that limits
ex-ante scrutiny of the distributor’s investment decisions by public-sector
financial authorities;
 omitted submission of auction-able design for an investment that the distributor
has asked MINEM to reassign via tender.
In the discussion with stakeholders, it was suggested that public-sector distributors in
Peru may be more prone to underperformance at the investment stage for the following
reasons:
 limited access to capital: the rules to control Public Debt limits public-sector
access to long-term financing;
 cumbersome procedures for investment evaluation to ensure effective use of
public resources. This evaluation includes assessment of the opportunity and
viability of the project, as well as of its technical, economic and social aspects,
carried out by the Ministerio de Economia y Finanzas (Invierte.pe);
 lack of flexibility in procurement mechanisms. Public-sector companies are
subject to special procurement rules, resulting in complex and lengthy tender
procedures, whose competition variable is the lowest price, while the suitability
of the contractor cannot be adequately factored in.
Frictions in third-party access to Redes no planificadas
The bilateral negotiation for third-party access to private assets results in frictions that
may lead to delaying or withdrawing of planned projects that rely on such access.

Moreover, the following issues related to the coordination with backbone transmission
planning were identified.
Coordination of network plans
No coordination is formally provided for between transmission planning (Plan de
transmisión) and planning of transmission assets developments by their owners under
the provisions of Contractos-ley signed before Ley 28832. Such planning does not follow
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a codified process, since it is carried out by virtue of contractual agreements between
the State and the concession holder.
This appears to be a source of problems, as we are told that Red de Energía
del Perú (REP), the main transmission owner, regularly proposes projects under the
provisions of Contractos-ley that are different from those in the Plan de transmisión. We
also understand that REP is legally allowed not to participate in the COES’ planning
process that leads to the Plan de transmisión.
Transmission planning (Plan de transmisión) and the Plan for rural electrification (Plan
Nacional de Electrificación Rural) prepared by MINEM are also not coordinated. COES
is not involved in rural electrification planning. The distributors involvement is limited to
a right of first call on the implementation of the assets included in the rural electrification
plans to be located in their respective distribution areas.
Finally, the Reglamento de transmisión states that the Plan de transmisión must
incorporate the Planes de inversión in its analysis in order jointly to optimise the system,
technically and economically. In particular, since 2018 the Plan de transmisión covers
also the interfaces between the transmission and sub-transmission systems, or ITCs18.
Experience with ITCs is still limited, and it remains to be seen to what extent ITC planning
by COES may overcome the limits of sub-transmission planning presented above.
Limited integration of planning and the process for connection requests
It appears that the provisions on network access and on transmission planning are not
adequately coordinated. This may lead, for example, to implementing a transmission
upgrade without keeping into account connection needs that (are known but) are not
notified to COES when the investment is planned and designed.
A relevant example is that of a transmission line designed to transfer large volumes of
power between different areas of the country that had to be sectioned to meet a
connection request by a large load, reducing the lines ability to perform the service for
which it was planned.
Finally, issues have also been identified in relation to reinforcement implementation.
Reinforcements (Refuerzos)
A competitive tender to select the party that will implement a reinforcement may result in
co-location of assets owned by different parties. When that happens, operation and
maintenance may pose challenging coordination and liability issues. This makes
participating in a tender to implement a reinforcement poorly attractive for parties other
than the owners of the asset to be reinforced.
In Peru, the owner of the asset to be reinforced has the right of first call on the
implementation of the upgrade. It such right is exercised, OSINERGMIN determines the
allowed cost based on the budget assumed by COES at the planning stage.
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RM N° 051-2018-MEM/EM.
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The asset owner could also choose not to exercise its right of first call, counting on the
fact that the tender process will go deserted; this would allow the asset owner to
negotiate with OSINERGMIN or MINEM higher allowed costs than those already
budgeted by COES.
This may result in over-compensation for reinforcements and longer than necessary
implementation times. We understand that, in some cases, disagreement between the
regulator and the asset owners on the cost of a reinforcement led COES to withdraw the
reinforcement from the plan and replace it with other alternative measures.
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5. Measures to improve organisation and regulation of Peru’s transmission sectors
In this section we recommend measures to address the shortcomings of the current
organisational and regulatory framework for electricity transmission in Peru identified in
section 4.
5.1

Planning and implementation of sub-transmission investments

In this section we present measures to address the identified weaknesses in the planning
and implementation of sub-transmission investments in Peru. Issues specifically related
to public ownership of distribution companies are discussed in section 5.6.
Planning
In section 3.1, we argued that sub-transmission and distribution networks share crucial
topological and functional features. For this reason, it is advisable that:
 sub-transmission and distribution assets in the same distribution area be jointly
planned;
 each distributor plays a central role in planning sub-transmission assets located
in its distribution area.
In section 4.3, we assessed that, in Peru, the sub-transmission planning process
presents flaws that appear to be rooted in the role and resources of distribution
companies and the incentives they are facing.
On this basis, we formulate the following recommendations on planning of subtransmission assets:
 the full responsibility for the development of sub-transmission networks in each
Concession area should be placed on the local distributor, if necessary, through
an amendment of the Concession. In this respect, while the functional distinction
between sub-transmission and distribution could be retained, their planning and
operation in each demand area should be the responsibility of the local
distributor;
 for demand areas in which multiple distributors operate 19 , a “reference
distributor”, in charge of planning and implementing sub-transmission
investments, should be appointed;
 distributors should be also responsible for developing sub-transmission
infrastructures necessary to connect generators to the system. Later in this
section we coordinate this aspect with our recommendations on connections and
private lines;
 a budget for the distributor’s resources necessary to accomplish the subtransmission planning role should be allowed;
 COES should provide technical assistance on sub-transmission planning as a
service to distributors, in exchange for a fee. This would address possible issues
related to inadequate competences of distributors on high-voltage assets;

19

In seven distribution areas only one distribution company operates; in four Demand areas two
distribution companies; in three Demand areas three distribution companies.
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sub-transmission and distribution network planning 20 should be performed
according to a well-structured, open and transparent process; this should include
codifying the interaction between the distributors, COES21 and OSINERGMIN;
OSINERGMIN should be assigned the task of deciding on all disputes related to
sub-transmission and distribution planning, including, but not limited to, those
between the distributor and COES22.

Implementation
In section 3.1, we argued that operations of sub-transmission and distribution networks
in the same area are strongly intertwined. For this reason, it is advisable that
implementation of investments in sub-transmission assets and their maintenance be a
responsibility of the distribution company that operates in the relevant demand area, with
the exception of private networks, that we discuss in a later section. This requires that
allowed revenues for sub-transmission investment be regulated.
In section 4.3, we assessed that, in Peru, the current mechanism for the implementation
of sub-transmission investments has some flaws, resulting in a large share of planned
investments being delayed. We also noted that the standard costing methodology
currently implemented in Peru to set allowed revenues seems to be capable of attracting
capital in the industry without (major) unnecessary wealth transfers from consumers to
investors. Nonetheless, reviewers commenting on a previous draft version of this report
highlighted multiple areas in which the current standard costing methodology should be
improved investigating those areas, while clearly merited, is however beyond the
purpose of the present assignment.
On the basis of the consideration outlined above, we formulate the following
recommendations on the implementation of investments in sub-transmission assets:
 the responsibility for the implementation of sub-transmission investments should
be assigned to the distributor operating in the demand area in which the asset is
to be located;
 in case of multiple distributors operating in the same demand area, the “reference
distributor” should act as the last-resort investor, in case the distributor in whose
concession territory the asset should be built does not act;
 the standard costing methodology should be reviewed to ensure that it does not
unduly place risks on investors, or induces implementation of sub-optimal
technologies.

20

Decreto Legislativo 1208 and Decreto Supremo 023-2016-EM place only on publicly owned distributors
an obligation to submit network development plans to OSINERGMIN for approval. However, these
provisions have not yet been implemented. Therefore, as of today, distribution planning and investment is
not subject of regulatory approval. The mechanism to determine the distributor’s revenues, based on price
cap, and quality of service standards are expected to provide appropriate incentives to network
development.
21
If necessary, beyond the current interaction on ITC planning.
22
For example, on whether a new consumption area should be supplied directly from the backbone
network (i.e. building an additional HHV/HV substations) or by extending the sub-transmission network.
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Furthermore, we see no drawbacks in maintaining an approach based on standard
costing, as the one currently used by OSINERGMIN, to determine allowed revenues for
sub-transmission investments, once the review recommended above has been
performed and the identified necessary improvements implemented. To make sure that
such a methodology does not discourage investments, one may consider allowing
distribution companies to apply, on a project-by-project basis, for an alternative
methodology, based on reimbursement of prudently incurred cost. The alternative
methodology would be applied only if OSINERGMIN is satisfied that the project presents
special technical features that make it not comparable with the benchmark used to define
standard costs.
Our proposed measures, if implemented, would deliver the following benefits:
 fragmentation of sub-transmission asset ownership, as a result of extensive
resorting to the tendering regime for network development, would be phased out;
 efficient and coordinated sub-transmission and distribution development would
be obtained;
 OSINERGMIN’s role in sub-transmission network development would be made
consistent with OSINERGMIN’s role as a regulator, as it currently happens for
backbone transmission planning.
Our recommendations assume that proper incentives are in place for distributors to take
sub-transmission planning and implementation responsibilities on, and that any
impediment to their ability to fulfil these duties is removed.
However, in case removing the causes of the (public) distributors’ underperformance on
sub-transmission network development turned out to be impossible, alternative solutions
could be explored. First, in case there were evidence that the (public) ownership
structure is the main cause of the distributors’ underperformance and no lighter remedies
are identified, privatisation of public distribution companies could be considered.
Second, the auction model currently governing investment in transmission assets could
be extended to sub-transmission, putting COES, instead of the sub-transmission and
distribution licence-holders, in charge of planning sub-transmission development. As
indicated in section 3, this may result in undesirable fragmentation of ownership of subtransmission assets and a greater burden on COES for the coordination of subtransmission and distribution operations. We note incidentally that OSINERGIMIN has
recently proposed such a scheme to develop indispensable sub-transmission
investments already planned and not yet implemented. This approach may be justified
by the urgent need for these investments. If implemented, we recommend to set ex-ante
the conditions for transferring the asset ownership to the distributors, in case our
proposed solution is implemented at a later stage23.
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Osinergmin, 2020. Informe Nº 654-2020-GRT. Propuestas normativas de corto plazo para las actividades
de generación, transmisión y distribución eléctrica. Lima, diciembre de 2020: “Se propone modificar
diversos numerales del Reglamento de la Ley de Concesiones Eléctricas (RLCE) y del RT, a fin de plantear
un mecanismo de manifestación de interés y subasta, que permita la ejecución de los proyectos
indispensables (aprobados en el PI 2013-2017, 217-2021 y además el PI 2021-2025 cuyo proyecto fue
aprobado en febrero de 2020), a fin de garantizar la atención de la demanda, así como la calidad y seguridad
del suministro eléctrico de las Áreas de Demanda”.
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Third, the creation of monopoly transmission and sub-transmission system operators
may be considered, with predefined geographical footprint, for example one in the North
and one in the South of the country. This would allow entrusting development of the subtransmission network to a party different from distributors, while avoiding asset
ownership fragmentation. This solution would entail giving up the advantages of an ISO
model, discussed in section 3, as well as of the ability to set the cost of transmission
expansion projects based on the outcome of auctions. Further, arrangements for
coordination of multiple SOs would have to be developed. Finally, ownership aggregation
of the assets assigned to each TSO would have to be implemented.
Further analysis of the pros and cons of alternative solutions, that go beyond the scope
of this assignment, is necessary to reach solid recommendations. At this stage, we
believe that supporting the evolution of distributors towards the role of “system operators”
is a no-regret long-term strategy for Peru, beyond the immediate purpose of improving
the quality of sub-transmission planning and investment performance. This is the case,
since as part of the decarbonisation strategy, electricity penetration will expand and an
increasing number of dispatch-able resources, including decentralised generators,
storage systems and flexible loads, will be connected to distribution networks. This calls
on distributors to perform new roles in managing distribution assets and the resources
connected to them. This aspect is dealt with more systematically in the companion report
on Thematic Line 3.
The following tables summarise options to address sub-transmission investment issues
in Peru and their pros and cons.
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Figure 6: Options to address sub-transmission investment issues in Peru
Area of intervention

Option 1: Integrated sub-TO and DSO

Option 2: Transmission model
extended to sub-transmission

Option 3: Integrated TSO and
sub-TO

Sector’s organisation and
structure

• New elements: distributor/”reference
distributor” is the monopolistic sub-TO

• New elements: sub-transmission
assets treated like transmission
assets

• New elements: transmission
moves from ISO to TSO model;
TSO in also sub-TO in the
monopoly area

Sub-transmission planning

• Planning responsibility on the “reference
distributor” for the demand area
• COES to provide technical assistance
• Osinergmin supervision / approval

• Planning responsibility on COES
• Osinergmin supervision / approval

• Planning responsibility on TSOs
• Osinergmin supervision / approval

Implementation of subtransmission investments

• Implementation responsibility to distributor
• “Reference distributor” has last-resort role
• Incentive regulation

• Auctions as currently done for
transmission

• Implementation by (regulated)
TSOs

Transmission planning and
implementation

• Current process and regulation retained

• Current process and regulation
retained

• Implementation by (regulated)
TSOs

Public-sector distributors

• Explore long-term financial architectures
compatible with Peru’s national accounts
• Streamline cost-benefit assessment
• Performance-based mgmnt compensation

• Current regulation retained,
except for sub-transmission
responsibilities

• Current regulation retained,
except for sub-transmission
responsibilities

Figure 7: Pros and cons of the options to address sub-transmission investment issues in Peru

Option 1: Integrated sub-TO
and DSO

PROS

CONS

• Addresses sub-transmission
investment issues, while
preserving the well-functioning
elements of current model
• Promotes the development of
the DSOs
• Integrates sub-transmission
and distribution as in
international best-practices

Might not be effective without
privatisation

Option 2: Transmission model
extended to sub-transmission

• May solve sub-transmission
investment issues by removing
them from the distributors’
responsibility

• Risk of fragmentation of subtransmission ownership
• Risk of coordination issues
between sub-transmission and
distribution
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Option 3: Integrated TSO and
sub-TO

• May solve sub-transmission
investment issues by removing
them from the distributors’
responsibility

• Modifies well-functioning
elements of current model
• If multiple TSOs are established,
requires arrangements for interTSO coordination

5.2

Unplanned transmission systems (Redes no planificadas)

Private development of network assets is a meaningful option when those assets are not
intended to be shared by multiple users. In this case, allowing a generator or a large
consumer to self-provide what is essentially a connection service may be useful, for
example, to overcome any financial constraints of the public network operator which
might impair its ability to invest. This condition may hold, in particular, in rapidly growing
economies if connection requests boom.
However, in case of infrastructures that are expected to be shared by multiple generators
or loads, it is unlikely that the investment option selected by a single user coincides with
the decision that the system operator would take in the context of the public network’s
planning process.
Furthermore, as Peru’s experience indicates, disputes on the technical and economic
terms of third-party access to a network asset built to meet the needs of a single user
are likely to arise.
On this basis, we formulate the following recommendations:
 permission to build a private network infrastructure should be granted at the end
of a codified, structured and transparent process, carried out by the distributor
operating in the demand area where the asset will be located, and, in case the
new line connects directly with a backbone network infrastructure, by COES24;
 permission should be granted or denied by OSINERGMIN, on the basis of the
distributor’s or COES’ proposal;
 a necessary condition to grant permission should be that the likelihood that
further connections to that infrastructure are requested in the foreseeable future
is low,
 in case the previous condition does not hold, the distributor should propose to the
applicant a ‘special’ connection agreement. We qualify as ‘special’ those
connection agreements that are not characterised by standard terms and
conditions, such as those applied to small consumers (see later in this section).
Our high-level proposals for special connection agreements applicable to parties
applying to build private network infrastructures (hereafter: the clients) are:
 the special connection agreement guarantees to the client the same connection
capacity and quality of service that it would obtain by investing in the private
infrastructure, for a period equal to the economic life of the assets; these rights
may be reassigned by the client to any other party that replaces the client in
withdrawing or injecting power at the client’s connection node;
 the distributor is financially liable to the client for delays in the implementation of
the investment necessary to deliver the agreed connection capacity;
 the distributor may meet the connection obligation by implementing any
appropriate technical solutions; in particular, the distributor may build assets with
greater capacity than that necessary to serve the client, for example with a view

24
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to meeting future connection requests or to improve service quality to other
clients;
the special connection agreement does not cover the elements of the connection
infrastructure located within the client’s premises (typically transformers), which
the client owns and maintains;
as to connection charges, a common approach consists in charging the client,
up-front, connection costs determined on the basis of its connection capacity
request, and yearly maintenance cost on the same basis; the remaining cost
borne by the distributor to build and maintain the infrastructure is socialised
among all network users through distribution tariffs, until the expected additional
connections take place;
all disputes related to special connections are decided by OSINERGMIN.

The proposed measures would produce the following beneficial effects:
 the client applying to build a private network infrastructure would face the same
cost and risk and obtains at least the same connection service quality;
 the distributor would choose the technical solution to deliver the agreed
connection capacity and quality; in this way, investment decisions taken by the
distributor in the context of connection service provision would be fully consistent
with distribution and sub-transmission planning;
 any disputes on third-party access would be ruled out or addressed as disputes
on connection, since the network elements that in the current regime are owned
by private parties, in the proposed model would be planned, owned, and operated
by distributors.
In Peru, distributors also carry out generation activities. This may put a distributor in a
situation of conflict of interest when it comes to implementing network developments to
connect third-party generators to the sub-transmission network. We believe that suitable
regulatory measures, such as mandated standards to meet connection requests, strong
regulatory supervision and fast dispute resolution could adequately mitigate the effects
of such conflicts of interests.

5.3

Planning and implementation of transmission investments

In section 4.3, we argued that Peru’s governance model for investments in the main
transmission network is generally well functioning.
However, we identified the following measures which could improve the coordination of
COES planning, the planning activities carried out by other parties, and the discipline of
connections:
 a formal consultation practice should be implemented by COES to ensure
coordination among the Plan de transmisión, plans of transmission development
prepared by holders of legacy Concessions under the provisions of Contractosley and MINEM’s rural electrification plans;
 in case the link between transmission and sub-transmission plans through ITCs
proves insufficient, more structured interaction between COES and distributors
should be codified, with the involvement of OSINERGMIN in case of disputes;
 connection requests to the main transmission network by large final consumers
should be funnelled through COES’ transmission planning process.
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As regards to implementation, we noted that the mechanism based on direct assignment,
alternative to tendering, has been so far ineffective, because excessively demanding
requirements are placed on the prospective developers.
We understand that this mechanism is not meant to be the normal option to govern
implementation of major transmission network upgrades. However, situations in which
such a mechanism is superior to tendering are conceivable, for example in the case of
minor upgrades that, although not qualifying as refuerzos, require building assets highly
nested in the portion of the network of a certain concession holder.
Therefore, we recommend removing the barriers that make direct assignment unviable.
In case Peru’s authorities were concerned that direct assignment, once made viable,
could displace the tendering system beyond what is desirable, its use might be limited,
for example, to investments below a certain size.
5.4

Refuerzos

The tendering regime appears to be ineffective for reinforcements and, in combination
with the mechanism to determine allowed costs, may support strategic behaviour by the
owners of the assets to be reinforced, resulting in implementation delays (and possibly
higher costs).
For this reason, we recommend that:
 network upgrades be classified as reinforcements by OSINERGMIN, on a caseby-case basis, based on COES’ proposal;
 the default mechanism be such that the owner of the infrastructure that needs to
be reinforced have an obligation to implement the reinforcement;
 the allowed cost of reinforcement be determined by OSINERGMIN through an
incentive scheme based on a combination of standard (or budgeted) and actually
incurred costs. One possible implementation is via a menu of contracts, each
one with a different risk-reward combination25. Such a menu would be designed
by OSINERGMIN; the asset owner would then select the contract with the
preferred risk-reward combination. If properly designed, such a menu of
contracts would induce truthful revelation of expected cost by the developer and
the minimisation of total costs for consumers;
 an obligation be placed on the infrastructure owner to procure the main inputs
for reinforcements (for example, network elements, construction works, …) by
public tenders.
 failure to implement a reinforcement be regarded as failure to comply with the
Concession obligation and be sanctioned accordingly, at an extreme by
withdrawing the Concession and transferring the asset’s ownership to the State.
5.5

25

Public-sector ownership of distributors

Such scheme is implemented in the UK in electricity distribution regulation.
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Effective sub-transmission network planning and development requires that distributors
be highly committed. It was suggested that in Peru such a commitment may be
weakened, for public sector-owned distributors, by the following features:
 limited access to capital;
 cumbersome procedures for investment evaluation;
 lack of flexibility in procurement mechanisms.
On the first feature – limited access to capital – it appears that the public-sector
distributors’ ability to borrow money is constrained by the fact that their debt adds to the
country’s public debt, for the purpose to determining Peru’s position as a borrower. In
this respect, we suggest investigating whether alternative financing schemes might allow
funding the distributors’ activities without affecting Peru’s national budget. This might be
achievable, for example, through schemes akin to leasing contracts, where:
 a third party builds and owns the asset, according to design and specifications
set by the distributor;
 the distributor operates the asset and assumes ownership of the asset at the end
of its economic life;
 the distributor pays to the owner an annual fee, covering depreciation and
remunerating the invested capital;
 the distributor’s liability under the contract are backed by the regulatory guarantee
that cost recovery will be allowed, and, if that guarantee is not sufficient to attract
capital at a reasonable rate of return, by the shares of the distribution company
or by some form of State guarantee with limited impact on Peru’s financial
position as an international borrower;
 as a possible alternative, the properties of project finance solutions should be
investigated, to assess if some design allows attracting capital in subtransmission assets, to be operated and eventually owned by the distributor,
without affecting Peru’s financial position as an international borrower.
On the second feature – cumbersome procedures for investment evaluation – we
understand that, in Peru, the merit of investments by public sector companies is subject
to scrutiny, to ensure that public money is spent in the most useful way. Such a scrutiny
requires resources and takes time.
However, once the desired level of electricity service availability and the target quality of
service standards are politically agreed upon, the opportunity to dedicate resources to
achieve those objectives is implicitly established. Therefore, any assessment of the
investment’s merit further to those performed by COES, the distributors and
OSINERGMIN at the planning stage, appears redundant. On that basis we recommend
that electricity network investment projects included in the Plan de transmisión or in the
Planes de inversión be exempted from the requirement of public sector investment
evaluation.
On the third feature – lack of flexibility in procurement mechanisms implemented by
public-sector companies – we recommend that public sector distributors be allowed to
use the same selection processes and criteria as private distribution companies. This
measure could be complemented by:
 obligations on the management of public-sector distributors to justify the reason
for departing from general public-sector procurement rules; and
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monitoring of distributors’ procurement practices by the Peruvian Competition
Authority (INDECOPI).

A necessary condition for our proposals on the organisation and regulatory framework
to be effective is that distribution companies have the ability and the incentive to invest.
If the measures proposed in this section are not sufficient to motivate and enable
distributors to invest, alternative measures could be considered, including:
 a different allocation of responsibilities as to planning and implementation of subtransmission investments, such as those analysed in section 5.1 and presented
as Option 2 and Option 3 in Figure 7;
 the privatisation of electricity distributors.
5.6

Transmission tariffs

We find that placing on the generators the risk that tariff revenues turn out to be lower
than allowed transmission revenues is not justified, as the generators do not have any
obvious advantage in managing or reducing that risk.
Energy based transmission charges on generators, to cover the cost of sub-transmission
assets, add to their variable cost. This might have distortive effects in case bid-based
dispatch is implemented. We then recommend moving to capacity-based charges.
As proposed in the companion report on Thematic Line 2, we recommend implementing
locational electricity prices. Nodal electricity prices efficiently allocate the rights for
generators to move power across the network that are compatible with the existing
infrastructure capacity. In principle, then, once the cost specifically borne to connect a
generator to a node of the transmission system is placed on the generator, no further
locational price signals are necessary. By connecting at a certain location (i.e.
transmission node) the generator acquires the right to compete with other generators for
the services of the transmission network necessary to reach consumers at different
locations. Long term (financial) transmission rights fix the transmission cost, by making
it independent of the spot price differential between nodes. This enables fixed price
supply contracts between generators and consumers connected at different locations.
Furthermore, the generator can receive additional transmission rights by contributing to
the cost of network upgrades.
However, in practice it is likely that network reinforcements are necessary to allow a
meaningful participation of the generator in the market. With locational electricity pricing,
the assessment of how many additional transmission rights are created by a network
upgrade is generally highly codified. Therefore, assessing the rights to be granted to the
new generators and their cost is relatively straightforward. In that context, a generator
connecting at a certain location can be granted, and charged for, a set of long-term
transmission rights, possibly of its choice, that allows it to deliver production at least to a
predefined set of nodes of the transmission system.
The missing revenues may be covered by charging demand-side network users in the
way that optimally trades-off between the objectives of fairness and non-distortion of
consumer behaviour. As discussed in section 3, commonly used tariff structures include:
 uniform energy-based tariffs (per KWh); or
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some form of capacity-based tariffs (per KW of contractual connection power, or
per KW of maximum withdrawn power over, typically, a year).

If no locational electricity pricing system is implemented, a generator connecting to the
network implicitly acquires the right to deliver (commercially) its production anywhere in
the system; i.e. to sell electricity at the same price everywhere in the system. Enforcing
this right might require network upgrades that depend, inter alia, on where the generator
connects. These costs, or part of them, may be placed on generators seeking
connection, in order to signal the relative merit of connecting at different locations.
Assessing the level of cost for network developments to be placed on the generator
seeking connection at a certain location may involve some arbitrariness, in particular
because assessing the generator’s responsibility for that cost, or the benefits accruing
to it, depends on the expectations on the impact of future connections of other generators
and loads to the different nodes of the network. For example, assume that a generator
connects at a location requiring major network upgrades and that most of the cost of
those upgrades is charged to the generator in the form of location-specific transmission
tariffs. Then, unexpectedly, a major load centre develops near the generator’s site,
making part of the network upgrades redundant, or beneficial to other generators. In that
case, allocating a large share of network upgrade cost to the generator is, as a minimum,
unfair; further, in case the perspective of high transmission cost had discouraged
investment in generation capacity at that location, it might be difficult to serve the new
loads. One may consider adjusting the locational structure of transmission tariff in time,
to reflect the changed demand and supply pattern. However, this would place uncertainty
on generators, which would be reflected in the cost of capacity.
For this reason, the opportunity to govern generators’ location decisions via locationally
differentiated charges is to be assessed in relation to the risk allocation between investor
and consumers pursued by public authorities. One would expect that the stronger the
role of planning in network development, the smaller the risk placed on generators that
the value of transmission investments turns out to be different from expectations.
Geographical differentiation of transmission tariffs provides a rationale for charging
generators for transmission. Absent locational differentiation, we see no advantage in
placing transmission cost on generators, because, depending on the specific tariff
structure, this cost might:
 be transferred to consumers via wholesale electricity prices, possibly with a
mark-up in case competition among generators is imperfect; or
 reduce the generators’ profitability, impacting on the equilibrium level of
generation capacity, or on the cost of any adequacy measures.
Finally, we refer the reader to the companion report on Thematic Line 3 on the optimal
structure of transmission tariffs for electricity consumers, as well as on the merit of
additional para-fiscal components of (or adders to) transmission tariffs.
Figure 6 summarises our recommendations to improve the organisational and regulatory
framework for electricity transmission in Peru.
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Figure 7: Main recommendations on regulatory framework and organisation of Peru’s electricity transmission sector
Measure

Topic

Expected benefits

Sub-transmission planning

•
•
•
•

Planning responsibility on Reference distributor for the demand area
COES to provide technical assistance
Implement open and transparent planning process
Osinergmin’s role limited to supervision / approval

• More effective distribution – sub-transmission
planning

Implementation of subtransmission investments

•
•
•
•

Assign implementation responsibility to distributor
Reference distributor has last-resort role
Consider introducing incentive regulation
Discontinue optional rendering system

• Exploit synergies of distribution and subtransmission operations
• Prevents network ownership fragmentation

Unplanned transmission
systems
(Redes no planificadas)

• Limited to assets that are unlikely to be shared; otherwise implement
an appropriate connection discipline
• Integrate authorisation to build unplanned transmission systems
(redes no planificadas) with sub-transmission planning process

• Efficient network development
• Avoids disputes related to third party access

Transmission planning and
implementation

• A structured process to coordinate Plan de transmisión, plans exContractos-ley, rural electrification, and sub-transmission plans
• Integrate large connection requests in transmission planning

• Efficient network development

Reinforcements

• Discontinue tendering system for reinforcements
• Implement regulated model, possibly with incentive features

• Timely implementation of reinforcements

Transmission tariffs

• Move to capacity-based tariffs to recover SST/SCP costs
• Take away from generators demand risk on transmission revenues
for SPT/SGT

• Correct incentives to generators’
• Efficient cost/risk allocation

Public-sector distributors

• Explore for long-term financial architectures compatible with Peru’s
national accounts
• Streamline cost-benefit assessment of network investments
• Performance-based management compensation

• Correct incentives and adequate resources
to invest in sub-transmission and future-proof
distributors

6. Cross-border interconnection: a conceptual framework
Peru is currently interconnected only with Ecuador. However, interconnections with
Brazil, Bolivia and Chile, as well as a reinforcement of the current interconnection with
Ecuador, are planned.
In 2017, the regulatory framework for the Andean Regional Electricity Market26 was
approved. This market aims at exchanges of excess electricity among Bolivia,
Colombia, Ecuador and Peru; Chile is expected soon to join.
Interconnection with neighbouring power systems and electricity markets allows
exploiting:
 differences in endowment and competitive advantages of the different systems
and markets in terms of availability of primary energy sources;
 non-simultaneous demand peaks and troughs;
 the pooling of reserve resources and regulation capabilities.
In this section we discuss the main aspects that characterise alternative organisational
and regulatory frameworks for the development and use of cross-border electricity
transmissions.
Cross-border electricity exchanges through an interconnector require cooperation
between the authorities of the involved countries, both at the planning and development
stage, and in relation to the terms under which the interconnector is used. In particular,
agreement should be reached among the national authorities of the involved countries,
on the framework for the development of the interconnector and for its efficient use.
Therefore, a mechanism should be put in place to support such a cooperation and for an
effective and timely resolution of possible disputes.
6.1

Models of cross-border interconnection development

Two models of cross-border interconnection development are conceivable and
implemented in the international experience: the merchant model and the regulated
model. We present them in turn.
Merchant cross-border transmission
In this model, private investors develop and own cross-border interconnectors, on the
use of which they have exclusive rights. They appropriate the value created by the
interconnector by purchasing electricity at the low-price end of the interconnector and
selling it at the other end, or by selling to third parties the rights to transport electricity
through the interconnector.
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Marco General para la Interconexión Subregional de Sistemas Eléctricos e Intercambio Intracomunitario
de Electricidad.

Investors bear the risk that the investment might turn out to be less valuable than
expected when the interconnector was built, i.e. that cross-border electricity price
differences turn out to be smaller than expected.
In this model, the regulator’s scrutiny on the merit of the investment is light, as no risk is
placed on consumers.
Instead, the most important dimension of the regulator’s scrutiny relates to the interaction
between the interconnector and the public transmission system. In particular, the
regulators of the involved countries will want to make sure that the interconnector’s
operation does not generate undue congestion in the internal transmission systems, or
that the cost of handling such a congestion, for example through remedial actions taken
by the system operator(s), are borne by the interconnector’s users. In some cases,
where the new merchant interconnector is to be developed alongside an existing
regulated interconnector, the regulators might also want to assess the impact of the new
infrastructure on the value and the revenues of the existing regulated interconnector, so
that its costs are not stranded and borne by consumers.
It is not rare that, in approving the development of a merchant interconnector, the
authorities of the involved countries set some conditions on its use. For example, a share
of the capacity might have to be reserved for third-party usage according to regulated
terms and conditions.

Regulated cross-border transmission
In this model, the decision to invest is taken by the public authorities of the involved
countries. The decision is usually based on a cost-benefit analysis, which should also
include, and typically includes, the consideration of externalities.
In assessing costs and benefits, the impact of the interconnector on the countries’
transmission systems is kept into account, including the need for domestic network
upgrades and additional congestion management costs.
Consumers in each country commit, via the regulator, to pay for the interconnector, as
they do for domestic transmission elements. Typically, the default criterion for allocating
the cost of an interconnector between the different involved countries is the “territorial”
principle, i.e. each country pays for the assets insisting on its own territory.
An interconnector developed within the regulated model is then operated as a regulated
asset, which implies, for example, third-party access under regulated terms and
conditions and the non-discriminatory allocation and use of its capacity.
The way consumers appropriate the value created by the interconnector depends on
how its capacity is allocated. For example, where cross-border transmission rights are
allocated via auctions to electricity traders (see further below), the auctions’ revenues
are generally transferred to consumers by reducing transmission tariffs or paying for
other costs which would have otherwise been borne by consumers.
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In this model, the regulator’s scrutiny on investment’s merit is as thorough as for internal
transmission upgrades. In particular, the regulators of the countries connected by the
interconnector must be satisfied that:
 the overall benefits delivered by the interconnector, including by allowing
additional positive net-valued cross-border transactions, exceed its total costs;
 the benefits appropriated by each country’s consumers, generators or traders be
larger than the interconnector’s cost borne by the same country. In assessing
the benefits from the new interconnector accruing to each country, the degree of
competition in the exporting market is a crucial element. For example, if the
exporting country features monopoly in generation, the exporting monopolist
may exercise market power, to the detriment of consumers in the importing
country.
As indicated above, the territorial principle is typically the default criterion for allocating
interconnector costs between the involved countries. However, there may be
interconnectors for which, while the overall benefits exceed total costs, these benefits
accrue unequally across the involved countries, so that for one or more of these countries
costs allocated according to the territorial principle exceed benefits. Nonetheless, if
overall benefits exceed total costs, there is an allocation of costs which ensures that all
involved countries enjoy positive net benefits. Such an allocation of costs can be
achieved through a cross-border cost (re)allocation – i.e. compensation - agreed among
all involved countries.
Mixed merchant and regulated model
In Europe a mixed model is implemented, in which interconnection capacity may be
realised both under the regulated and the merchant regimes. In fact, the two regimes
may co-exist also for the same interconnector, i.e. part of its capacity is operated
according to the merchant model with exclusive rights assigned to its owner and the
remaining part operated according to the regulated regime.
In practice, the critical regulatory issue, with such mixed model, is the interaction between
regulated and merchant investment. For example:
 a merchant infrastructure might displace existing regulated capacity, to the
detriment of consumers, that are committed to pay for regulated assets’ costs
independently of their use;
 a (welfare enhancing) regulated investment may limit the possibility to load
existing merchant lines.
For these reasons, a mixed approach requires some form of regulatory intervention to
coordinate investment decisions by market agents and as part of the regulated process.
Such an intervention might include, for example, the right for the regulators to:
 disallow certain merchant investments based on negative externalities on the
regulated network;
 bring under the regulated regime investment opportunities that are being
proposed to be developed as merchant.
Note that coordination of regulated and merchant investments in transmission assets
requires forecasting supply, demand and network evolution in a faraway future, which
entails a great deal of uncertainty.
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6.2

Models of interconnector operations

The cross-border transmission capacity provided by an interconnector may be used in
different ways. The ways in which an interconnector developed as a regulated asset is
used depend on the commercial/market models for the electricity sector in place in the
different involved countries. Therefore, the consideration developed in this section
should be read in conjunction with those developed in the companion report on Thematic
Line 2.
The following are some of the possible models for the use of regulated interconnectors:
 to support (long-term) contracts between designated entities in the different
involved countries;
 to be allocated to market actors on a shorter-term basis, through auctions, to
allow them to trade across the borders;
 to support the integration of spot markets across the involved countries.
The degree of efficiency in the use of the available interconnection capacity depends
partly on the model adopted for the use of the interconnectors, but possibly even more
on the existence of liquid competitive markets, or other forms of economic
operation/dispatching mechanisms, in the different involved countries or market zones,
which are able to provide the correct price signals for the value of electricity in these
countries and market zones at different times. The existence of such markets or
mechanisms can therefore be considered as a prerequisite for the efficient use of the
interconnectors.
In this context, efficiency is defined as the extent to which electricity flows on the
interconnector from those areas or countries where it can be generated more cheaply to
those in which it has a higher value.
Therefore, long-term contracts can ensure an efficient use of the interconnector if:
 they include a mechanism governing the flows on the interconnector on the basis
of the relative costs and values of electricity in the involved countries or market
zones, or
 the changes in these values and costs over time do not lead to a change in the
economic direction of the electricity flows, or do it in a predictable way. For
example, the structure of the energy sectors in two neighbouring countries may
be such that one of them has a structurally cheaper generation mix. In this case,
it is easy to determine the direction of efficient electricity flows, which could then
be incorporated in the long-term contract without the need of adjustment
mechanisms. In another example, neighbouring countries might have
complementary electricity sector structures, which means that the direction of the
efficient flows depends on the season or time of the day in a predictable manner,
which could then be incorporated in the long-term contract. In both cases, the
efficiency in the use of the interconnector clearly depends on the accuracy of the
predictions. A final example relates to the use of the interconnector to feed the
generation from a power plant not otherwise connected to the electricity network
into the electricity system of a neighbouring country. In this case, the long-term
contract might reflect the commercial terms and conditions for the sale of the
output of the plant.
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Short-term, opportunistic exchanges, if properly organised and managed, might also
reflect the prevailing cost and value conditions in the involved countries or market zones
at the time the interconnector is used, as emerging from the markets or economic
dispatching mechanisms operating in these countries and market zones.
In fact, the existence of markets in the involved countries allows a more sophisticated
use of the interconnector. In this case, two models are possible:
 the explicit capacity allocation model. In this model, the capacity of the
interconnector is allocated to market parties, which then use it to trade electricity
across the borders. There are various ways for allocating the interconnection
capacity in this model, including:
o first-come-first-served allocation, in which the capacity is allocated to the
market parties requesting it in the chronological order in which the
applications for such capacity are submitted;
o pro-rata allocation, in which the capacity is allocated to all market parties
requesting it, to each of them in proportion to the amount applied for;
o competitive allocation, in which the capacity is tendered out and assigned
to those market parties submitting the highest bids.
It is clear that first-come-first-serve and pro-rata allocations do not guarantee the
efficient use of the interconnector, as these approaches do not assign the
interconnection capacity to those actors who value it the most. Competitive
explicit capacity allocation should deliver a better outcome, as the bids of different
actors should reflect their valuation of the interconnection capacity, but
coordination issues might persist between the allocation of capacity and the
trading of electricity which occur separately and at different times.
Prequalification requirements and conditions to avoid an uncompetitive outcome
of the allocation process and market abusive behaviour of market parties
participating in the process could be put in place (e.g. limiting the share of
capacity which could be allocated to each market party, or the introduction of the
use-it-or-lose it condition on the utilisation of the allocated capacity)


the implicit allocation/market coupling model. In this model, the interconnection
capacity is not explicitly allocated to market parties, but rather used to support
the access to the market by parties located in other areas/countries or the
integration of organised market places (power exchanges) across the different
involved countries. Under this model, the interconnector will be used to support
accepted bids/offers from parties located in different areas/countries or power will
be exchanged between the markets in the involved countries, from those with
lower market prices towards those with higher market prices. If the
interconnection capacity is sufficient, such exchanges could be economically
effected until prices are equalised across all involved countries. However, even
when the interconnector capacity limits such exchanges, they increase the overall
welfare in the involved countries.

Market coupling, by guaranteeing that power always flows on the interconnector from
lower-price areas/countries to higher-price area/countries, guarantees the efficient use
of the interconnectors. However, this model requires the existence of organised market
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places operating according to similar rules (so that market prices could be meaningfully
compared) in all the involved countries. The explicit allocation model is less demanding
in this respect, being viable also in the absence of organised market places in the
involved countries; in this case, the assessment of the costs and values of electricity in
the different involved countries is left to the appreciation of the market parties
participating in the allocation.
6.3

Design of transmission right

The right to use cross-border interconnection capacity may be granted as a physical
right. However, in the market coupling model, the rights on the interconnection capacity
could better be granted in a financial form27.
Physical transmission rights
A 1 MW physical transmission right on a cross-border interconnection from country A to
country B for year Y is defined as the right to inject up to 1 MWh of electricity during each
hour (the typical time interval) of year Y in country A and withdraw the same volume in
the same time interval in country B.
The exercise of the transmission right is independent of actual power flows between
country A and country B. As long as the transmission-right holder injects a certain volume
in country A, following the scheduling and balancing rules of that system, they have the
right to withdraw the same volume in country B, according to the scheduling and
balancing rules of that system, independently of the actual flows between the two
countries.
Long-term cross-border supply contracts backed by long-term physical transmission
rights are typically used to hedge investment risk in interconnection capacity, when
wholesale electricity markets in the exporting and importing countries are not (well)
developed.
Financial transmission rights
A 1 MW financial transmission right from country A to country B for year Y is defined as
the right to receive a payment equal to the value of the difference between the price in
country B and the price in country A applied to 1 MWh in each hour (the typical time
interval) of year Y.
The financial transmission right produces, for the holder, identical effects to an optimally
exercised physical right, provided that liquid wholesale electricity markets operate in all
involved countries.
Financial transmission rights may take different forms:

27

For a more comprehensive description see, for example P Ranci and G. Cervigni eds. The Economics of
Electricity Markets: Theory and Policy (The Loyola de Palacio Series on European Energy Policy), 2013,
Edward Elgar Publishing Limited, Chapter 5.
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If they are defined as options, they entitle the transmission-right holder to receive
the payment if the price differential between country B and country A is positive,
while nothing happens in those periods of time when this difference is negative;
If they are defined as obligations, they also impose an obligation on the
transmission-right holder to make a payment when the price differential between
country B and country A is negative,

If liquid wholesale electricity markets operate in all involved countries, financial
transmission rights, are to be considered as superior to physical transmission rights. This
is the case because financial transmission rights afford the same trading opportunities
and risk profile to their holders as physical transmission rights. In addition, by decoupling
the use of the capacity from the allocation of its value, unlike physical transmission rights,
they support the efficient use of such a capacity irrespective of how its value is allocated.
Irrespective of the definition of transmission rights, power flows across the borders are
regulated by agreements among the system operators. An important item in such
agreements is the commitment to flow power across the borders even in case of
shortages in the exporting country.
6.4

Implications for transmission tariffs

The transmission charging system that we propose is not transaction dependent and
therefore does not need to adapt to cross-border transactions.
Any net proceedings that Peru obtains from the allocation of transmission rights on
capacity built under the regulated model should be used to offset total transmission
cost, as transmission tariff revenues.

6.5

Recommendations

In general, the same planning disciple, methodology and tools can be deployed to
develop domestic and cross-border transmission capacity. This requires, however, a
high degree of coordination between the entities responsible for planning in the different
countries. This includes an agreement on the splitting, among the involved countries, of
the cost of the infrastructure and the value of the transmission capacity that the
infrastructure makes available.
An additional special feature of cross-border interconnections may relate, in some cases,
to the risk that policies implemented in the involved countries may cause material
departures of the value of interconnection capacity from what was expected at the time
of the investment. Long-term cross-border electricity supply contracts, backing the
transmission investment, may mitigate the economic consequences of such changes.
The underwriters of such contacts would ultimately bear the risk that the value of crossborder transmission capacity turns out to be different from expectations.
The merchant approach presents the advantage of relieving the public authorities of the
involved countries from:
 negotiating the split of the costs and benefits of cross-border investments
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allocating to consumers the risk that the value of cross-border transmission
capacity turns out to be different from expectations.

In Europe merchant cross-border investment are allowed and have been implemented,
while the development of domestic transmission network is planned by the system
operator and regulated.
For these reasons, also considering the different organisations and institutional
frameworks governing the energy sectors and markets in Peru and in the neighbouring
countries, we recommend that:
 merchant cross-border investment be allowed, possibly empowering national
regulators to require that a certain share of the capacity be made available to the
market for short-term trading;
 COES, as part of the network planning activity, regularly assess the opportunity
to increase cross-border capacity, possibly by market-testing the value of
potential upgrades;
 in case of interconnectors built in the regulated regime, at least initially, the
interconnector’s capacity be used to support long-term contracts or (short-term)
exchanges between designated entities in the different countries (similar to the
SIEPAC interconnector in Central America). In the case of Peru, the designated
entity could be a market operator or COES, but this aspect is better defined in
the companion report on Thematic Line 1. As soon as organised marketplaces
develop in the involved countries, a more sophisticated model, based on explicit
allocation and, later on, on market coupling could be introduced.
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